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ABSTRACT
Splitting methods are examined for the iterative solution of the
classical linear least squares problem in Hilbert space. Conditions for
convergence of the class of iterations studied generalize existing con-
ditions in the literature. Throughout, the emphasis is on an organization-
theoretic interpretation of the algorithm thereby clarifying certain
questions of decentralization of information and computation. Two examples
are discussed in some detail: a matrix example and a standard optimal
control problem. When such problems involve very large, sparse matrices
the analogy with the "invertible case" is a most compelling argument for
further investigation of applicability.
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A decision problem involves a process, P, a decision-maker, C, and
a set of preferences Q. The decision-maker observes the process state
y, and then selects the decision (or action) variable z. Alternative
decision policies are evaluated with respect to the decision-makers'
preferences 2 (commonly expressed in terms of performance indices or utility
functions). Thus, the decision-maker C solves the decision problem:
D: Observe y and choose z consistent with preferences Q.
A decentralized decision problem involves a number of semi-autonomous
decision-makers C1,C2,...,C acting with respect to a single process P.
Each decision-maker Ci is assumed to have its own preferences Qi' only
limited access to the process, and limited information about the total
state of the process. In discussing decentralized decision problems it
is often convenient to view the overall process P as a collection of
coupled subprocesses P1,. ..,P . The subprocesses are chosen so that each
subprocess has its own controller C. observing state yi and choosing
action z as shown in Fig. 1. In this case the decision-maker C. solves
1
the (infimal) decision problem:
i i i
D.: Observe y and choose z consistent with preferences Q.
1
(1)Decision problems are static problems: there is no time sequence of
actions. The state y is the "state of nature" [1]. Extensions to
dynamic decision problems (control problems) are given in Section 3.2.
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The existence of individual preferences Q gives the problem a
game-like character. To eliminate these difficulties, a team-theoretic
assumption is included (see [2] or [3] for details). This is an assumption
that the infimals (i.e., subprocess decision-makers) are cooperating with
respect to some overall (team) preferences Q.
Since the infimal problems are coupled, both through the subprocess
couplings and the team preferences, a satisfactory solution of the
decentralized decision problem requires coordination of the infimals'
decisions. While many types of coordination may be envisioned, this paper
will focus on coordination through a two-level hierarchical structure as
shown in Fig. 1. Here the actions of the infimal decision-makers are
coordinated through communications with a single supremal decision-maker
or coordinator, CO. Such structures have been considered in detail in [4].
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Fig. 1. Two-Level Decision Hierarchy
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With the introduction of the decision hierarchy we now identify
three distinct types of decision problems:
i) the overall decision problem
D: Observe y = [y,...,ysT and choose z = [z ,...,z ]
consistent with team preferences Q. ["T" denotes
transpose.]
ii) the s infimal decision problems
D.: Observe y and choose z consistent with Q .
1
iii) the coordinator's decision problem
DO: Choose coordinating messages so that the joint efforts
of the infimals are consistent with Q and thus solve D.
Coordination is possible only when the coordinator's actions are able to
affect the infimals' actions. The system in Fig. 1 is said to be
coordinable (relative to D) if there is a supremal decision strategy
solving DO that will cause the infimals to choose policies solving Di
which will be satisfactory or optimal with respect to the solution of D.
Mesarovic, et al. have identified several different mechanisms for
coordination in a two-level hierarchy and have investigated some of their
properties. This paper presents a different approach to two-level hierarchal
coordination based on the theory of generalized inverse operators. The
resulting coordination procedure is externally similar to the interaction
prediction coordination described in [4].
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1.2 The Concept of Decentralization
The concept of decentralization is really much "slipperier" than one
might assume from its frequent appearance in the systems literature. We
assume that a system with many decision-makers is motivated by a situation
where there is, at least initially, a decentralization of information about
the process (e.g., each infimal "knows" only part of the state of the entire
process). If the coordination procedure is to be effective it must involve
some redistribution of this decentralized information among the infimal
decision-makers. Thus, without explicit constraints, we might propose
a coordination scheme in which each infimal simply passes all of its
information (including its model of its subprocess) to the supremal
(coordinator) who makes the necessary decisions and sends out action orders
to the infimals. It is questionable whether such a scheme should be
called decentralized and yet it is at present difficult to describe
simple constraints which eliminate such proposals from consideration. Thus
we are left with an uncomfortable situation where we "know" that certain
approaches are not appropriately termed decentralized but we have no
easy way of ruling them out. Perhaps the most useful thinking about these
problems has appeared in the economics literature (see [5], [6], [7], and
[8]) where it has been noted that many of the technical issues of the
centralization--decentralization controversy cannot be resolved without
introducing costs of computation and communication into the discussion.
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Unfortunately, the development of satisfactory techniques for including
these costs is not yet known. In developing the coordination scheme
described below we have simply tried to maintain information decentraliza-
tion by minimizing the amount of information about process parameters
required by the various decision-makers.
1.3 The Coordination Dialogue
The coordination scheme to be described is an off-line planning/
action process. In the economists' terminology, it is a tatonnement
process.
The coordination dialogue begins with each infimal proposing
an action. In Fig. 1, the ith infimal would propose an action Zl,
where the subscript indicates that this is the first proposed action
and the superscript shows that it comes from infimal i.
The complete set of proposed actions at the first stage would
1 sT
be represented by the vector z1 = (Zl,...,z ) . The coordinator
collects these proposals and sends messages to each infimal telling it
of the net impact on its process Pi of the proposed activities of the
other infimals. With this knowledge the infimals then submit revised
action proposals, represented by the vector z2, and the supremal again
distributes information on the impact of these revised plans. This
process continues until a set of equilibrium action proposals is reached
or approximated "closely enough." At this point the planning is complete
and the infimals proceed to act according to the final proposals.
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The coordination process can fail in two ways:
i) It can fail to converge to an equilibrium set of plans.
ii) It can lead to equilibrium plans which fail to solve the overall
decision problem D.
Conditions on the process and the coordination mechanism which cir-
cumvent these difficulties are called coordinability conditions. In this
paper two coordinability conditions are identified (denoted CCI and CCII).
The system is said to be coordinable (CCI) by the above mechanism if the
coordination dialogue converges to an equilibrium proposal. It is said to
be optimally coordinable (CCII) if the equilibrium plans are optimal for the
overall decision problem D. Necessary and sufficient conditions for CCI
and CCII are given below.
2. COORDINATION RESULTS
The decision problem considered will be posed as the classical linear
least squares problem in Hilbert space. The process will be modeled by the
linear operator equation
y = Hz
where z E X is the input, y E Y is the output and H is a bounded linear
operator from X to Y. The decision problem involves finding the best
(minimum norm) input z such that the output y is as close as possible to
the goal b. That is,
Compute unique z of minimum X-norm which minimizes IIHz - biIy.
As an example we may consider H as a model of a production process with
resource inputs z and production goals b (static or dynamic). The
decision problem involves finding the "least amount" of inputs which most
nearly attains, or, hopefully, actually attains b.
The optimum centralized decision in the above problem is well-known
to be H+b where H+ is the (Hilbert space) pseudo-inverse of H. We are,
however, interested in obtaining a coordination mechanism for obtaining the
optimum decision in a decentralized manner. Moreover, we are seeking an
informationally efficient mechanism. Thus the H+b result is of interest
only as a check on the results obtained by the coordinated decentralized
decision structure.
Further details concerning the coordination algorithms, as well as the
examples which follow, are to be found in [9]. We might also note that the
key ideas of the coordination procedure may be applied to other classes of
problems (for example, problems with nonlinear constraints) but in this paper
we consider only linear problems where we may apply the rich body of analysis
available by using pseudoinverse operators.
2.1 Development of the Iterative Coordination Algorithm
To be more precise let X and Y be Hilbert spaces over the same
scalars (R or C) and let B(X,Y) denote the (Banach) space of all bounded
linear operators from X to Y. Suppose H E B(X,Y) with range closed in
Y. Let H , N(H), D(H), and R(H) denote the adjoint, kernel, domain, and
range of H respectively.
We begin by examining splitting methods for determining the unique
solution of minimal norm (the norm induced by the inner product in X) which
solves
Min ||Hz - bl12 (1)
zEX
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The solution is well-known to be H+b where H+ is the (Moore-Penrose)
pseudoinverse of H. We will be seeking splittings H = H0 + H1 of H
where in each case the unique solution of minimum norm which minimizes
IIH0v - c112 is obtainable in an informationally and computationally decen-
tralized way (and, of course, with much less computational effort than the
centralized solution.)
For example, suppose H = L + D + U where H is a finite dimensional
matrix or integral operator with matrix kernel and L, D, and U represent,
respectively, the lower triangular, diagonal, and upper triangular parts of
H (not necessarily unique if H is not "square''). Then by analogy with
the case where H is invertible (see, for example, Young [10] and Patterson
[11]) there are several splittings of interest:
H0 Analogous Method if H Invertible
D Jacobi
-1D Simultaneous Overrelaxation (w > 0 is a relaxation
parameter)
L+D Gauss-Seidel
L+w D Successive Overrelaxation
We shall hereafter suppose that H0 E B(X,Y) is chosen so that R(H0)
is closed and R(H) ' R(H0). In fact, in many applications H H* is invert-
ible which implies both these assumptions are satisfied. For the analogous
case where HO*H is invertible see Remark 3 below.
We now consider the following iterative scheme for solving the overall
least squares problem posed above. For n > 1 (z0 = 0):
Compute the unique zn of minimum X-norm which solves
Min H0zn - b + wn (2)
nwhere 
where w = Hln z
n 1 -
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Note that for each n, Zn can be found "componentwise" if H0 has a "block
diagonal" structure. We now give conditions under which the zn's converge
to H+b.
THEOREM:
Let H = H0 + H1 where H, H0 E B(X,Y) have closed range and
R(H) c R(Ho). Let B = -HoH 1. Then in the iterative procedure described above
lim zn exists if and only if
'n
n-*+co
IIBa11 < 1 for some positive integer a (3)
(This holds, in particular, for quasinilpotent operators). Furthermore, if
the limit exists, it is in fact equal to H+b if and only if
R(H*) c R(H*) (4)
PROOF:
From (2) we have for all n > 1
z H+Hz +zn 0 1Hn-l + H b
n-lk
= kOBk H b
+co
It is well-known that the series Bk converges (to (-B)1 if and to I ) - ) if 
k=O
only if lIBall < 1 for some positive integer a. Convergence is, of course,
in the uniform topology of B(X,X).
+ -1 +
Assuming (3) we have lim z = (I+HoH1 ) H b . Unfortunately,
n 0
n-++co
(I+H+H1) Ho+ is not, in general, equal to H . Clearly what is needed is
a theorem concerning the pseudoinverse of a product of operators to enable
us to compute
(I+HoH 1) H0 = (H0 (I+HoH1)) Ho (5)
Necessary and sufficient conditions for such a result are to be found in a
paper by Bouldin [12]. Upon verification of the conditions of Bouldin's
Theorem we find that (5) holds if and only if R(H*) is invariant under
(I+HoH1)(I+HoH 1) . Using the result that R(A) ' R(B) if and only if
BB+A = A a little algebra reduces the condition
R(I+HoH1 )(I+H OH1) H0) ' R(H0)
to the equivalent condition
H0(H0 )+H * = H
which is, of course, equivalent to (4). (Some further equivalent conditions
are that N(HO) S N(H) or (I-HoH0)H = 0 or any of the above conditions
with H replaced by H1.) *
Remark 1:
The algorithm has an obvious organization theoretic interpretation in
the sense of Section 1 when H0 is block diagonal corresponding to the set
of subprocess models and H1 corresponding to subprocess couplings. Further
details are presented in Section 3 below.
Remark 2:
In the notation of Section 1, (3) and (4) are equivalent to CCI and
CCII, respectively. A condition which is only sufficient for coordinability
but which is frequently easier to check than (3) is p(HoH 1) < 1 where
p(.) denotes spectral radius. This latter condition is necessary and




We may also start with the assumption that R(H*) ' R(H*) (which is
satisfied, for example, when H*H 0 is invertible). It is then seen from
Bouldin's Theorem that (5) holds if and only if R(H) ' R(H0 ).
2.2 Relationship to Other Results
Our results in the Theorem are a mild generalization of the concept of
"proper splitting" (R(H) = R(HO), N(H) = N(Ho)) as discussed for the matrix
case by Berman and Plemmons in [13] and other papers. Similar conditions
have also been found in the operator case (see [14]). We believe our approach
to be an important contribution for the following reasons:
i) We have relaxed the conditions of a proper splitting and have
done this, moreover, in a Hilbert space setting (which permits
application to, for example, a "dynamic" problem as in Section
3.2).
ii) Our proof is very easy using Bouldin's Theorem and we have included
some error estimates (see Section 2.3).
iii) We consider and discuss the important organization-theoretic inter-
pretations and the decentralization of information aspects (cf. the
analogues to classical splitting when H is invertible) of split-
ting techniques for iterative solution of the classical linear
least squares problem (see further details in Section 3.1).
Recently, conditions similar to ours, under the name "subproper splittings",
have appeared in a paper by Neumann [15]. He considers only the matrix case
and is, of course, unable to reference [9] and [16] upon which our paper is
based.
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We would also point out here that [13], [14], [15], (among other papers)
also contain extensive discussions of conditions under which p(HoH1) < 1.
Results are also known which compare the convergence rates of alternative
splittings (see, for example, [17]) for at least the case of proper splittings.
2.3 Some Error Estimates
For TEB(X,Y) with range closed in Y define
v(T) = inf { 1Tx| : o # x E D(T) n N(T)I 
Then v(T) > 0 and IIT+1| = (T) (Petryshyn [18]). In case T is a matrix,
v(T) is simply the smallest non-zero singular value of T.
Lemma 1:
The error in the iterative process of the Theorem is given by the
estimate
Iz* - Znil < IH+H1 ll 11 Zn - Zn-l (nzl)
or, more practically but less precisely, by
1Z* Znl - v(H) 1 n n-ll
where z* = H+b.
Proof: The problem (2) is equivalent to
Min [ Hz - b - H1(z - Zn-) 
Z EX
n
Under the assumptions of the theorem this problem has the solution
z =Hb+H+Hl(z- z-n b + H (Zn n-1)
or z* z = -HH (z -Z
or 1 n Zn-l
The estimates follow immediately. *
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An estimate independent of H is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 2:
Let n = qa + r (a > 1, q > 0, O < r < a). The error in the n step
of the iterative process of the Theorem is given by the estimate
Il z* Zn1l < IIBaoqglBr+Br+l+ ... +Br+a- lllzl (nl)
1 -11 BCllI
ilHll[
the right side tending to 0 as q(n) + +~. Setting c - (H a more
practical but less precise estimate when c 2 1 is given by
c (c_-1) I Ba|| qll zll
if c > 1
jjz* - zil < (c-l) (l1-[Bll)
all Ball l Zlll




- Z = Hb - ( B )H b
k=O 0
k +
= ( . B )Ho b
k=n
+co
= Bqa+r ( y Bk ) Z1
k=0
qa+ - 1 +co
Bq (+ r B)( (B)) )z
j=0 k=O
e-i
B q (a Br + j) (IBa)- 1 Z1
j=O
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Thus by standard estimates we have
11a qto X- J Br1 Ir:111z 
JI. -II B*- 1 I
The additional estimate follows from
IIBr+ ... +Br+a-11 TL cr + + DE O c R 
3. APPLICATIONS TO DECENTRALIZED DECISION PROBLEMS
3.1 A Static Decision Problem
Consider a process modeled by
y = Ax
where A is an mxq matrix with m • q and ycY = Rm. Here X = Rq which
we endow with an inner product <xl,x2> = XNNx2 where N is a qxq positive
definite matrix. Assume an attainable goal y = b. This attainability
assumption is certainly not necessary but is made solely for ease of exposition.
Thus the decision-makers must find a solution to
Ax = b . (6)
There is a unique solution to (6) of minimum N-norm, namely A+b, which, in
case A is of full rank, has the explicit representation N A (AN A )
(AT denotes the transpose of A). Thus the coordination problem involves
the development of a computationally and informationally decentralized pro-
cedure for solution of the problem
(P) MinljXIIN
Subject to Ax = b
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Suppose A = A0+A1 is a splitting of A induced by some given
organizational structure. Thus A0 is block diagonal (with possibly
rectangular blocks) with each block describing an infimal's own subprocess
and the blocks of A1 representing coupling. Moreover, A0 is assumed
to be of rank m and A+ is easily obtainable "blockwise" by the s
infimal units. (For ease of exposition, this is a Jacobi-type structure.
Remarks concerning a Gauss-Seidel-type structure when A0 is block tri-
angular will be given later in this section.)
The coordination procedure is as follows. Define x0 = O. For
n > 1, the supremal computes wn = A1Xn_1 and sends it componentwise to
the infimals who solve
(Pn) Minl XnI N
s.t. Ax n = b - wO. * 0n n
To write the subproblems componentwise, suppose the it h infimal is to solve
for vi which is some subvector of x, i.e., suppose xER q is decomposed
into (v ,...,v) T . Then the supremal sends w to the i h infimal at the
n
th th




s.t. Av = bl wO n n
i i th th
where A0 is the i block of Ao and Ni is the i diagonal block of
th
N. (N is assumed block diagonal by a "team" assumption.) The i infimal
obtains the solution vn = (A) +(b -wn) or, in matrix notation, the solution
to (Pn) is
xn = AO (b-wn).n 0 n
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Necessary and sufficient conditions for the coordinated solutions
Xn to converge to A+b were given in Section 2.
CCI: p(AoA1) < 1
CCII: A(I-AoA0) = 0
Note that the coordination algorithm requires that the supremal need know
only the coupling effects A1 . Each infimal need know only its appropriate
component of AO xn, h, N, and wn, the last being received from the
supremal at each iteration. We emphasize that the supremal need not know
A0 directly. There is thus considerable privacy and decentralization of
both information and computation.
Writing A = L + D + U where L, D, U represent respectively the
block lower triangular, diagonal, and upper triangular parts of A cor-
responding to some organizational decomposition of x we note that the
organizational interpretation given above must be appropriately modified
-1
in the obvious way in case A 0 is not just D (say A0 is w D, L+D,
-1D)
or L+w D). In such cases there will be some loss of privacy since the
supremal will then have to know D. However, this increased informational
requirement may be balanced by an enhancement of the convergence rate of
the iterative procedure. An extensive literature exists concerning this
matter (much of it being presented or summarized in [10]) for the case where
A is invertible. For the "rectangular" case much work remains to be done.
We develop one simple result here.
Lemma 3:
If the Jacobi-type algorithm (A0 = D) converges then the simultaneous
-1
overrelaxation-type algorithm (A0 = w D) converges for 0 < w < 1 (and




With A 0 = w D the matrix determining convergence is
B = AoA = wD (L+U) - (1-w)D+D0 1
Now, the eigenvalues Pi of B are either of the form w- i - (l-w) or
mVi where pi E a(D+(L+U)) and Ipil < 1 by hypothesis. For Pi of
the latter type there is nothing left to show. For the m(=rank D) eigen-
i8
values of B of the former type let pi = re for some r < 1. Then
Pi 2 = w2r2 - 2w(l-w)r cos 0 + (1-w)2
' (wr+l-w)2
< 1
so the algorithm converges.
Remark 4:
It is easy to check that CCII remains N(D) c N(A) independent of w
even if A0 = w -D.
There is, however, also a body of literature (although considerably less
extensive) for iterative solution of the classical linear least squares problem
much of it being surveyed by Bj6rck in [19]. Iterative techniques, of which
our algorithm is one example, are an alternative to the so-called direct tech-
niques (which typically have little or no decentralization of information).
In fact, iterative techniques become extremely attractive alternatives for
computational and storage reasons when the coefficient matrix is large and
sparse. Bjorck refers to a number of such areas of application in [19].
Each step of iterative techniques such as ours requires effectively
O(q2 ) multiplications as compared with O(q3 ) multiplications to solve the
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overall problem by direct methods. So the iterative procedure ought to
converge reasonably closely in less than q steps, say, if it is to be
competitive on efficiency grounds. However, it is typically storage con-
siderations which are the critical issue with storage for a large sparse
m x q A being O(m) rather than O(mq).
We would also point out that iterative techniques must be given
serious consideration for the determination of suboptimal but at least
reasonable solutions for problems where dimensionality (and its implications)
renders a centralized approach prohibitive even on a large digital computer.
3.2 A Dynamic Decision Problem
Consider the dynamic ) decision problem
Min f t [x (t)Q(t)x(t) + u T ( t ) R ( t ) u (t)dt (7)
u ]t O
s.t x(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) ; x(t 0 ) = xO (8)
where x is a q-dimensional state vector, u is an m-dimensional control
vector, Q(t) and R(t) are positive definite (symmetric) matrices of con-
tinuous functions on [t0,tl], and A(t) and B(t) are, respectively, q x q
and q x m matrices of continuous functions.
Again suppose that A(t) is split as A(t) = A0 (t) + Al(t) where A0(t)
is block diagonal with s square blocks A ii(t) on the diagonal corresponding
to s subprocesses. In other words, x is decomposed by some pre-imposed
organizational considerations into s subvectors, the ith subvector being the
(3)
This problem is dynamic in the sense that it is solved in function space.
It is perhaps better considered as a finite horizon dynamic planning problem.
A combination feedback-feedforward control is implemented (in a decentralized
way) at the final (finite) iteration.
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state variables for the it h subprocess. Assume u is similarly decom-
posed into s subvectors and B(t) is already a (rectangular) block
diagonal matrix compatible with the decomposition of u. Assume further
that Q(t) and R(t) are compatibly block diagonal (compatible with
the decomposition of x and u) with (7) representing the team preferences.
We now formulate the problem described by (7) and (8) in the notation
of Section 2. Let X be the Hilbert space Lq [t0,tl] x L2 [totl],
x q m (Here Li.e., zEX will be of the form z =() where xL 2 , u(Here L
denotes the Hilbert space of 6-vectors of real L2[t0Otl] functions.)
For zl,z2 EX define an inner product by the formula
t
<ZlZ2>N If zl(t)N(t)z2(t) d t
to
where N(t) is the (q+m) x (q+m) positive definite matrix
Q(t) 0
o R(t)
Thus, for z = (x) EX we have
t 
IIzII2 = <Z,z>N = f [x (t)Q(t)x(t) + u (t)R(t)u(t)]dt.
to
Let Y be the Hilbert space L2q[t 0 ,tl] with the usual inner product and
norm.
We exploit the splitting of A(t) as follows. Rewrite (8) as
x(t) = A0(t)x(t) + Al(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t); x(t0) = xO. (9)
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Let ~(t,t 0) be the state transition matrix corresponding to the system
+(t) = A0(t)4(t); i.e.,
-(ts) = Ao(t)4(t,s); 4(s,s) = I
Note that with A0(t) block diagonal, ~(t,t 0) is block diagonal and can
be computed "blockwise" by the infimals. Integrating (9) we have
t t
x(t) - f ~(t,s)A 1(s)x(s)ds - f 0(t,s)B(s)u(s)ds = 1(t,t 0)xO.
to to (10)
We now define the operator H: X -+ Y as H = (HX,H ) where, for
= (x ) EX, we have Hz = H x + H u.
q mSpecifically, for EL2, IEL 2 we have
t
HX (t) = M(t) - fI (t,s)Al(s)p(s)ds
to
t
H U(t) = J c(t,s)B(s)i(s)ds.
to
Being composed of Volterra operators we see that HEB(X,Y)
(with IIHII = maxt IIHXII, IIHUI }). Identifying 4(t,t 0)x0 as bEY the
problem posed in (7) and (8) is thus seen to be precisely of the form
considered in Section 2.
We now specify the induced splitting of H. For i = 0,1 ,let
'Hx u q m
H.i = (Hi,Hi) where for fEL 2, IEL2 we have
H o(t) = c(t) , i.e., HX = I (Note, however, that the domain




Hoi(t) = - |f (t,s)A l (s ) p(s)ds
to
t
Hlq(t) = - f ~(t,s)A l(s) p(s)ds
to
H u(t) = 0 , i.e., Hu = O.1 1
Then H0,HlSB(X,Y) and
H = (HX,HU) = (I + HX,Ho) = H0 + H1
Thus, following Section 2, the original problem is replaced with a
sequence of problems each of which is easily seen to be equivalent, at the
nth stage, to the "block diagonal" inhomogeneous optimal control problem
T T
min $ I [xT(t)Q(t)x (t) + uT (t)R(t)un(t)]dt
~n I toJ (11)
s.t. Xn(t) = A0(t)xn(t) + B(t)un(t) + wn(t) ; Xn(t0) = x O
th
At the n stage the infimals solve their individual subproblems [corresponding
to the s blocks in (11)] and send their proposed decisions, as described
by the state vector x n(t) to the supremal. Each infimal's component of the
proposed Xn(t) is based on a proposed implementation of a control consisting
of a feedback term (with feedback gain computed from the appropriate block of
the block diagonal matrix Riccatiequation) and a feedforward term as a result
of the previous coordinating message from the supremal.
It is important to again note that the supremal need know nothing about
the process except A1(t). The next coordinating signal is calculated via
- 23 -
Hlz = HlXn = - t S)Al(S)n()ds
to
which is then sent "componentwise" to the infimals for their subsequent
calculation of xn+l (t).
The conditions CCI and CCII can now be investigated to determine
coordinability. We first note that HH* and H0 H* are easily verified
to be invertible. Furthermore, it is clear that CCII is automatically
satisfied since N(H 0) = N(H) (recall N(Ho) = N(Hu) and N(Ho) = N(HX) = {O}).
Thus only CCI remains to be verified to check coordinability of the
iterative procedure. Not surprisingly, CCI is true only under certain
circumstances. A little analysis (see [9]) yields the bound





is the condition number of Q(max (Q) and A min(Q) denote the maximum and
max min
minimum eigenvalues of Q(t) on [to,tl]) and
tl t
2 = Jf f 1(t,s)Al(s)l 2dtds.
to t o
Hence a sufficient condition that p(HoH1) < 1 is that the following
inequality hold:
-1/2y < (K(Q)) 1 (12)
Even if y > (K(Q)) , it may still be true that p(HoH1) < 1 or
II(HoH1 ) II < 1 for some finite integer a. However, p(HoH 1) or II(HoH1)a11
are difficult to compute or estimate directly. The inequality (12) is
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sufficient for the satisfaction of CCI and, moreover, both sides of the
inequality may readily be computed. The right-hand side of (12) is always
1 and is large (i.e., close to 1) if (kmax(Q) - m . (Q)) is small.
max mln
The left-hand side of (12) is small if: i) (tl-t0) is small
or ii) Al is "small".
In case (i), if the planning horizon t1 is free to be chosen, then a tl
can always be found so that (tl-t 0) is small enough to guarantee that (12)
hold. If t1 is fixed, then (12) may not always hold. If Al(t) _ 0,
-1/2
y = 0 so (12) is automatically satisfied. Since (K(Q)) is bounded
away from zero, (12) will continue to hold for "small enough" non-zero Al(t)
by continuity, i.e., CCI will hold if the couplings are sufficiently weak.
Thus we conclude that for sufficiently small planning horizon (tl) or
interprocess couplings (Al(t)) the coordination procedure yields an optimal
plan.
As in Section 3.1 convergence may be enhanced (though with some loss
of informational privacy) by use of alternative (say overrelaxation-type)
organizational structures, i.e., alternative splittings of A(t).
Remark 5:
The dynamic analogue of the square or q = m case of Section 3.1 is
the solution of the set of differential equations
x(t) = A(t)x(t); x(t0) = x0
where A(t) is a q x q matrix of continuous functions. The iterative
procedures for this problem are a generalization of the usual Picard iter-
ations. It can be shown that CCI and CCII hold for any splitting of A(t).
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The coordination procedures described above provide an organization-
theoretic flavor for a class of algorithms for iteratively solving the
classical linear least squares problem in Hilbert space. The two coordin-
ability conditions give necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal
performance of the procedure and provide a generalization of known conditions
in the literature. The organization and coordination structure studied
provide considerable autonomy and informational privacy for the local decision-
makers. A difficulty lies in the tatonnement nature of the coordination
dialogue but some price must be paid for the reduction in computational
complexity (at each step) and the informational decentralization.
While much work remains to be done in the investigation of a large
number of numerical questions concerning splitting algorithms for least
squares problems the analogy with the "square" case is extremely compelling.
Iterative techniques are probably a fruitful approach to the numerical
solution of large, sparse (matrix) problems of the type considered here.
An important question worthy of further investigation is the deter-
mination of convenient stopping criteria for the iterations which will guarantee
a certain degree of proximity to the optimal solution. What is equally as
important and interesting and requires as much investigation is further study
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